
ACCOUNTABILITY AND INTEGRITY are

at the heart of our organization and are critical to
conducting secure, reliable and ethical business.

Rigorous Company Oversight
WhiteWater maintains strong governance protocols

across all our businesses with oversight from company

executives, investors and independent advisors who have

extensive industry experience. In addition to ensuring

responsible governance, comprehensive financial

controls and upholding high ethical standards, all board

members and leadership receive regular updates and

oversight of our environmental, social, and governance

reporting initiatives.

Ensuring Physical and Digital Asset Security
Data privacy, cyber security, and the physical security of

our pipeline infrastructure are paramount to our ability to

operate in a safe and secure manner. As such, we

continue to invest in the latest technologies to provide

additional layers of protection to our physical and digital

assets from outside threats. For that reason, our external

continuous monitoring and outside threat prevention

services make our data verifiably more secure. To further

promote a positive culture of accountability, WhiteWater

invests in its employees through both rigorous cyber

threat training and sponsors an employee rewards

program for reporting suspicious phishing attempts.

Conducting Business with Integrity
In addition to regular business and ethics training, all

employees certify they have read and agree to comply

with the company handbook, which contains our Code

of Ethics and Professional Conduct. This details our legal

and ethical expectations and procedures for

confidentiality, conflicts of interest, foreign anti-

corruption practices, customer, supplier and competitor

relations and other key pillars that are critical to instilling

integrity across all facets of our business operations.

Looking across our supply chain, WhiteWater requires all

suppliers to sign-off on codes of ethical business conduct

as part of all our construction and service agreements, so

that everyone we do business with is also held

accountable to the highest ethical business standards.

Industry Affiliations Drive Best Practices
WhiteWater is a member of multiple state and nationally-

focused industry groups that promote coordination and

collaboration among our peers on topics that matter to

our investors, customers and our communities. Through

these partnerships we share knowledge on new

technologies, evolving best practices, issues and concerns

in our communities, environmental goals and climate

initiatives including the latest methane emissions

reduction strategies to help us drive innovative solutions

for a lower carbon energy future.

STRONG GOVERNANCE 
AT ALL LEVELS  


